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Dear readers,
Approximately half of all assets world-

Because of this, real estate and capital

wide are in real estate. Among the dis-

markets have begun to overlap more

tinct advantages of this type of asset

and more in recent years (see the article

compared with other fixed assets are

"Property Carousel" on page 22).

the mainly constant returns and low

As DIFA, we had been increasingly

volatility. These advantages have been

developing ourselves into a real estate

recognised by international investment

investment manager which is active

houses around the world. The previous

in international markets, aligning our

year can be described using any num-

business activities globally on ever

ber of superlatives without exaggerati-

shorter real estate cycles. But with the

on. According to forecasts, $600 billion

increase in cross-border real estate

of investment capital flowed into the

investments, financial engineering, for

Do you have questions about

commercial real estate markets world-

example, has also become a corner-

Union Investment Real Estate

wide in 2006 alone. That figure rises to

stone of our portfolio management.

approximately $800 billion if you inclu-

Under our new name, Union Investment

de residential real estate and indirect

Real Estate AG, we are taking these

shareholdings in corporate entities.

changes into account. A new name that,

That is double the 2003 figure. A

in the context of the high-performance

considerable part of this sum comes

Union Investment Group, will open up

from cross-border trade.

new opportunities and new horizons.

Without a doubt, real estate has be-

A wealth of studies shows that indirect

come a product, and one that has long

real estate investment will increase in

since been traded around the world.

stature with private and institutional

Foreign investors are today buying flats,

investors. We want to exploit this

office-space or shopping centres in Ger-

potential, using open real estate funds

many just as local institutional investors

as a top-class investment, as well as the

have long been active on all the impor-

excellent prospects at both the domestic

tant international markets. The real es-

and European level.

siderably in size; the real estate industry

Yours faithfully,

has entered the era of globalisation.
Whereas international investors might

Frank Billand, Reinhard Kutscher

have turned up their noses at real esta-

and Ingo Hartlief

te in the past, it now plays an ever big-

Union Investment Real Estate AG

ger role on the capital markets.

Board of Directors

Kutscher and Ingo Hartlief
(from left to right)

AG? If so, please send an
e-mail to: fabian.hellbusch@
union-investment.de
Or visit us online at our
new homepage:
www.union-investment.com/
realestate
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tate investors’ universe has grown con-

Frank Billand, Reinhard
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View of the Pudong district in Shanghai:
Due to the high demand for office space
from multinational concerns, office rents in
the city's trade and financial centre have
increased by 3.5 percent annually over the
last five years.
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Asia’s
Strong
Cities

Attractive economic data and comparatively high returns
are currently drawing international property investors to
metropolises such as Seoul, Hong Kong,

Photo: Bilderberg/H. & D. Zielske

Shanghai and Singapore

Old meets new: A traditional Chinese bridge (top), with the modern buildings of downtown Beijing in the background. Carmaker
Daewoo's headquarters in Seoul (below): Around 55 percent of all the top office buildings in the South Korean capital are currently in

Photos: UPI/Stephen Shaver; Das Fotoarchiv/Paul van Riel

the hands of large domestic companies.
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When German architects build in China, they design entire cities at once – like Hamburg-based architect, Meinhard von Gerkan, whose plans for a new container harbour in Shanghai will see a
whole satellite town housing 800,000 built by 2020. The Frankfurtbased architect Albert Speer has already worked in Shanghai. Based
on his master plan, Anting German Town came into being, housing
50,000 people in typical German-style apartment buildings. He was
then drawn to Changchun in northeast China. By 2020, an entire city
dedicated to the automotive industry is due to rise up to the skies with
five new factories and a residential area for 300,000 people, all to be
linked to the city of Changchun by a high-speed rail link.
There’s no doubt that China’s cities are growing at hair-raising
speed; approximately one third of China’s 1.3 billion people already live in the country’s metropolises and this figure is set to rise to
half by 2020. Official forecasts predict that within 13 years, 100
new cities will come into being in China. This massive migration
to the cities is a consequence and clear sign of the enormous economic development that China has achieved in the last decade.
Based on its nominal Gross Domestic Product (GDP), the country
is already the world’s fourth largest national economy after the
United States, Japan and Germany. But based on GDP purchasing
power, the People’s Republic is in second place behind the United States. China’s per capita GDP in 2005 was around $1700,

three times as high as the figure 10 years earlier. And the growth
rate remains impressive; the slowdown forecast at the start of last
year failed to materialise and World Bank statisticians are predicting real GDP growth for 2006 as a whole of 10.5 percent, the
highest since 1995.
Wherever the economy grows, intense building occurs due to
demand for infrastructure, factories, office blocks, and residential buildings. It’s no wonder, then, that China is on international
real estate investors’ radar screens. According to a study by real
estate consultants DTZ Debenham Tie Leung, real estate valued
at 2.6 billion euros changed hands in 2005 alone. The preferred
market is the southern Chinese coastal city of Shanghai. As Daniel Wang of Cushman & Wakefield (CW) in Shanghai explains,
in a city where many international companies have branches,
office space supply is limited but demand is very high thanks to
multinationals’ aggressive expansion plans. The result is increasing office rents. According to DTZ, the average yearly increase
over five years in Pudong, the city’s new financial and commercial district east of the River Huangpu, has been 3.5 percent.
Over the same period, vacancies halved and returns increased
by a percentage point to a good 7 percent. As Claus Thomas,
the head of LaSalle Investment Management in Munich explains,
“the competition for low-risk investment opportunities is intense

Asian real estate markets beckon with promising economic data

China

Beijing

Seoul

South Korea

Million inhabitants 2006

1,300.0

6.9

48.3

GDP 2005 in
billions of euros

1,768.0

141.1

635.6

+ 9.9 %

+ 7.3 %

+ 4.0 %

+ 1.8 %

+ 1.1 %

+ 2.6 %

4.6 %

5.9 %

3.7 %

Economic
growth*

2005

Inflation rate**
2005

Shanghai

Hong Kong

+
–

Unemployment
rate 2005

Hong Kong

1000 km

* Growth rate of GDP, ** compared to previous year
Source: Ernst&Young, Weltbank

Selected office property data
In central business districts (CBD), 3rd quarter 2006
Office rents in Class A districts
in US dollars/m2/month

Total office space
in millions of m2

Total vacancy rate
in %

Initial net return
in %

Hong Kong

87.4

2.1

4.2

4.5–6.7

Seoul

44.2

6.6

2.5

7.3–10.2

Shanghai

28.8

3.3

4.5

6.6

Source: Jones Lang LaSalle

City of skyscrapers: View of the pedestrian bridge connecting
the Pacific Place shopping mall in the Lippo Tower (right) and the

Photo:Laif/Frank Heuer

Bank of China Tower (left) in Hong Kong.

and several overseas funds are looking for that type of investment.” However, China has liberalised its economy so completely that the country still holds risks as an investment target, Thomas warns. This is best demonstrated by recent legal changes.
Having specifically promoted direct investment from abroad for
the last 15 years, the government finally pulled the ripcord at the
end of last year. Fearing the real estate markets would overheat,
the government has since made it more difficult for investors to
make speculative land purchases. It has introduced capital gains
tax on quick residential real estate sales and now obliges overseas investors to process their investment via an established local
firm. Regional regulatory authorities monitor activities to ensure
the new rules are respected, says CW expert Daniel Wang. “In
contrast to the building and residential authorities which we already knew about, these new departments are being staffed by
the central government in Beijing,” Wang said. This should from
the outset clearly remove the chance to get round the relevant
regulations by using a local network. LaSalle Investment head
Thomas still thinks that this will not put investors off in the long
run. “Most investors thinking long-term won’t really change their
plans because of the new regulations,” he said. Indeed SEB Immobilien-Investment purchased an office block in Shanghai last
December. The purchase price of $250 million has been neither
confirmed nor denied.

This July will see the tenth anniversary of the former British
colony of Hong Kong’s handover to the People’s Republic of China. In spite of all the prophecies of doom, this Chinese Special
Administrative Region has developed superbly in that time and
established itself as a target for international real estate investors.
Last year, the economy on the peninsula enjoyed its best period of
growth in 20 years. Rather than the anticipated 5 percent growth, GDP growth was up at 6.5 percent. GDP grew by 20 percent
overall in real terms between 2003 and 2006. The labour market in the former colony has virtually been swept clean, with the
unemployment rate falling to under 4 percent for the first time
this year. Such a bounty of economic health is opening up new
urban development opportunities. The Hong Kong government
wants to build a completely new district on the site of the former
Kai Tek Airport. The 300-hectare site in central Hong Kong will
provide housing for 86,000 people, as well as host a 200-metrehigh hotel, office towers, a sports stadium, an events venue and
– the icing on the cake – a port with room for three cruise-ships.
A new tram line with eight stations would open the area up and
a bridge would link the district to neighbouring Kwun Tong. By
the time the project is finished, it could well have devoured several billion dollars.
The Hong Kong government’s confidence in their city’s development prospects is reflected not least in the demand from real
estate investors and those willing to rent office space. DTZ reports
that the metropolis is still Asia’s most expensive office location. The
overall monthly costs for a single square metre of top-end office
space – including rent, taxes and maintenance costs – come to approximately 98 euros. This puts the city in third place worldwide
after London’s West End (at 142 euros) and the City of London (at
108 euros). While the high number of new office buildings in outlying areas means that rents will hardly rise this year or next, DTZ
research expert Alva To still anticipates increased office rents for the
centre of Hong Kong. And investors have proved to be in a buying
mood: 1.8 billion euros flowed into Hong Kong’s office real estate
market in the first 11 months of the year alone, 23 percent more
than in 2005. The keenest buyers were international investment
firms. Last year they invested seven times more in office buildings
than in 2005 – approximately 800 million euros. Rising rents and
consistently positive economic forecasts did finally mean stark rises
in purchase prices and, therefore, reduced real estate returns. They
currently stand at just 4.5 percent a year in Hong Kong.
Real estate returns in South Korea’s capital city, Seoul, are more
than twice as high. LaSalle Investment Management claims that an
investment in an office building will earn interest averaging between
7.3 and 10.2 percent. However, two years ago that figure stood at
over 8 percent. Decreasing returns suggest increasing prices and
growing demand, which are, however, also a sign of the improved
transparency and maturity of a market. According to an evaluation by LaSalle Investment Strategies, South Korea is still categorised as a “semi-transparent” real estate market, as is Germany. This
could change with increased interest from overseas investors. The
ownership structure in the city is still very domestic; approximately
55 percent of all top office buildings are owned by large Korean
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firms. But international investors are catching up – their share at
the end of last year came to approximately 25 percent.
German investors are among those currently looking more
and more to the Far East. Degi, for example, invested in an office building (Hyundai-Swiss-Tower) in Seoul in 2005. Union Investment Real Estate AG has also been established in the South
Korean capital since autumn 2006. Last September, the company bought the Seoul Mobile Telecom Building for 62.8 million
euros. The 17-storey building was listed in DIFA Immo-Invest,
which is reserved for institutional investors. In January of this
year, the Hamburg-based investment firm secured the 20-storey
Ernst & Young Building for DIFA-Global. The total investment
for the approximately 13,300 square metres of rental property
came to around 37.7 million euros. “Against a background of
traditionally low and fast-decreasing vacancies and increasing
rents, Seoul currently has one of the most attractive office markets in the Far East,” said Reinhard Kutscher, Union Investment
Real Estate AG board member.
Meanwhile, German investors such as Union Investment are
expanding into other Asian markets besides China and South

M A R K E T & I N D U S T RY
Korea. “Having successfully entered the established Seoul office
market, we gradually want to broaden our commitments to other
growing markets in the Asia-Pacific region,” said Union Investment’s
Kutscher. In January, the VisionCrest Commercial property development in Singapore was bought for DIFA-Global by the Wing
Tai Land investment firm. The total investment of approximately
140 million euros heralds the first commitment by an open real
estate fund to Singapore. “VisionCrest Commercial has given
us the rare opportunity to acquire a new office building in Singapore,” Kutscher said. The 11-storey building should be completed by the summer of 2007. “Rents have been on an upward
trajectory in Singapore for years,” Kutscher added. “As the only
available new office building in 2007, VisionCrest Commercial will
actively contribute to rising office rents. Following in the wake of
Asia’s growth-engine, China, Singapore has one of the most dynamic national economies in South East Asia. As Union Investment’s
secondary Asian location, Singapore is the ideal starting point for
the further development of growing Asian markets for our international funds.”
Anne Wiktorin is a freelance journalist in Cologne.

"The intercultural side of things should not be overlooked"
Jochen M. Kleef, who heads the Beijing branch of DTZ Debenham Tie Leung Property Management and is responsible for northern Asia,
spoke with Places & spaces about the particularities of the Chinese real estate market, and what awaits property investors there

Places & spaces: Which cities
are especially in demand?
Kleef: As in the past, Beijing and
Shanghai, but data analysis shows
a trend developing with regard to
secondary locations too. This trend
comes from industry making its
mark in the regions, from heavy
industry in the northeast to hightech businesses in central China.
Other cities attracting attention include Wuhan, Chongqing, with its
population of 30 million, Dalian
and, of course, Shenzhen in
the south.

Places & spaces: In China there
is no private property. What should
real estate investors be aware of?
Kleef: Guaranteeing land use rights
is certainly the most important thing
when negotiating a purchase contract. It should also be borne in mind
that the contracting party being
negotiated with is entitled to dispose of this right. Furthermore, direct
investment opportunities are still
limited. In principle it is certain that
while the “eleventh five-year plan”
will set out guidelines for international investors on the structuring of
real estate acquisitions, it will also
establish greater legal security. Local
government is another important
point. A current survey of businesses
investing in China established that
the decision to invest depended largely on local political conditions and
negotiating partners. This is why
cities such as Tianjin and Chongqing
have developed positively in a short
period; politicians and foreign investors worked together in an
atmosphere of trust.
Places & spaces: China’s government clearly worries about the real

estate market overheating. Why?
Kleef: It is chiefly about avoiding
real estate speculation, especially
in residential real estate, as this has
flourished in cities like Shanghai in
the past. There is an attempt to be
ready in the long term for the predicted population growth in the big
cities and to have enough
affordable housing available in
good time.
Places & spaces: Where are the
greatest opportunities and the greatest risks for those wishing to invest in real estate in China?
Kleef: The risks are mainly to be
found in preparing for the Chinese
market, for example, doing comprehensive due diligence regarding quality, getting sound legal
advice and guaranteeing the land
use rights. The intercultural side
of things also should not be overlooked. Europeans should prepare
themselves early on for surprises,
such as, for example, the first time
you see chicken feet or pigeon
tongue on the plate in front of you.

Interview by Anne Wiktorin.

Photo: DTZ

Places & spaces: China’s
economy is booming. Is there
enough office space for expanding businesses?
Jochen M. Kleef: Yes, there is.
Both existing space and development projects fresh on the market
are available. In the upper market
sector, however, choice can be limited depending on the location. The
basic trend is that, in spite of multiple new developments, vacancies
are falling and rents in the three
biggest cities – Beijing, Shanghai
and Guangzhou – are rising.

Jochen M. Kleef is head of
Beijing branch of DTZ Debenham Tie Leung Property
Management.

Shopping Spree
Thanks to strong demand from foreign investors, the volume of investment
in Germany has more than doubled over the past year.
Above all, retail property was the focus of investors' interest

In Germany, the rise in demand over the last year
on the property markets is showing no sign of stopping. The
dynamic of the German commercial property markets is huge
at present and is manifesting itself in dizzying record volumes.
That is the unanimous view of the large international property firms such as CB Richard Ellis, Cushman & Wakefield, Atisreal and Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL). According to expert indications, the investment volumes on the German property market
reached around 50 billion euros last year. This equates to 25
percent of the entire European volume, which JLL calculated
at around 200 billion euros in 2006 (2005: 156 billion euros).
The powerful investment volume explains domestic and foreign
investors’ present interest in the German property market. In
comparison to 2005, when around 20.6 billion euros were
spent on property in Germany altogether, the investment volume has now more than doubled. “These are by far the best
results that have ever been achieved,” said Peter Rösler, chairman of the board for Atisreal Deutschland. Besides the named
investments in property, almost 13 billion euros were invested
in housing portfolios, and 6.2 billion euros in non-performing
loans. According to Atisreal, the total transactions volume in
Germany amounted to around 68.5 billion euros.

F O R E I G N I N V E S TO R S D O M I N AT E
The property markets seem to be getting increasingly attractive to foreign investors: Around 75 percent of the purchases
– or a volume of around 33.2 billion euros – in the past year
were accredited to foreign buyers. The previous year, the number of foreign investors stood at 62 percent, or a volume of
around 12.7 billion euros. “The sharp rise in commercial investments reflects the unbroken confidence, particularly on the part
of foreign investors, in Germany as an investment location,”
said Rösler. This was also confirmed by Christian Ulbrich, CEO
of JLL Deutschland. “The year 2006 was the year in which the
German property market achieved a breakthrough into the international world of finance,” he said. “Investors from all over
the world rank Germany along with Japan, China and India as
one of the favourites in the international property investment
scene.” In the opinion of the JLL experts, the dominance of
the short-acting investment opportunists in Germany’s com-

mercial property markets is over. Instead, strong institutional
investors with long-term, more security-oriented investment
decisions are active in Germany. Through the collectively high
demand, the returns on investment for all asset classes have
dropped since 2005 and will remain under pressure, according
to JLL. At the end of 2006, the peak returns for retail property
lay at 4.95 percent. With regard to office properties, they had
achieved 5 percent in the five German property strongholds
Berlin, Hamburg, Munich, Düsseldorf and Frankfurt, which according to JLL represents a decrease of 0.66 percent over the
course of the year.

S H A R P I N C R E A S E S I N R E TA I L
Surprisingly in the past year, investments in retail property
caught up with those in the office property sector. Each sector
saw distribution of 37 percent (around 18 billion euros) of the
property-invested capital, but the increase compared with the
previous year was especially strong for shopping centres, specialist markets, supermarkets as well as discount stores, with the
investment volume nearly tripling. For this reason, JLL named
2006 “the year of retail properties.”
Investment volumes in the office property sector likewise
increased last year. In Germany’s five real estate market strongholds, the volumes rose to 12.6 billion euros from 6.6 billion
euros the year before. But the investment levels in the retail
sector are remarkable, particularly given that realtors such as
Jones Lang LaSalle began referring to record-breaking levels
even before the start of the football World Cup in the summer
of 2006. At that time, economic and consumer projections were
noticeably lower than the present levels. “The aggregate rise
which has already begun in Germany and the positive development of office markets with foreseeable rent increase potential
have acted as a sort of confirmation for foreign investors, who
have shown great faith in Germany as an investment location
for a long time,” said Rösler.
That also reflects the current economic data. According to
the Federal Office of Statistics, the price-adjusted gross domestic product (GDP) in 2006 in Germany increased by 2.5 percent. The last time a higher increase occurred was six years
ago in the “boom year” of 2000. Additionally in 2006, private
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consumer expenditure began to recover after four years of
stagnation. According to preliminary results, retail turnover in
Germany last year increased nominally by 0.8 and actually by
0.1 percent compared with 2005.
The increase is, to a large extent, due to sales of consumer
goods other than grocery items. After a tangible increase in
the first half of the year, retail volumes (excluding sales of vehicles and at petrol stations) weakened in the rest of the year
until the end of December. In contrast, the retail turnovers of
long-term usable goods such as vehicles or furniture continued to rise until the end of the year. According to the Federal
Office of Statistics, this is evidence that consumers pulled forward certain purchases in anticipation of the VAT rise which
began in 2007.
According to expert opinion, Germany will also be among
the winners on the worldwide property markets in 2007. “We
see no evidence for a recession in investor demand during the
course of this year, and we are counting on continued significant flow of capital into the property sector,” said Tony Horrell,
CEO European Capital Markets at JLL. “Property investment in

Europe in 2007 will also be dominated by activities in the United Kingdom, France and Germany,” he said.

A POSITIVE OUTLOOK FOR 2007
The positive prognoses for Europe's office markets in the
current and coming year are supported above all by the prolonged period of economic growth in the eurozone. According
to current European Commission estimations, GDP in the eurozone is expected to grow by about 2 percent both this year
and next. That is likely to lead to a higher level of demand and
lower vacancy rates on western European property markets.
“Investment markets will once again have an out-standing year
in 2007,” said Rösler. “Investor interest will likely focus on almost all market sectors – office and retail property, as well as
logistics and specialist properties.” According to the experts, it
is expected that the total turnover for 2007 will again be noticeably higher than in 2005; though whether it will reach the
same scale as 2006 remains to be seen.
Nikolaus von Raggamby

Foreign investors favour office and retail properties
The year 2006 was the year of the re-

Transaction volume, Germany 2006
Purchases* according to property type, share in %

Purchases* according to investors, share in %
2005

15

37

Mixed usage

2006

investment market for commercial
property): On the ranking list of the

75

Retail

62
6
Hotels, land

tail property (37 percent share of the

top 10 biggest portfolio transactions

total
49.5 billion
euros

38
25

are four purely retail transactions.
And among single property deals,

5

37

Storage/logistics

Office

* excluding residential property and non-performing loans

foreign
investors

domestic
investors

every second transaction involved a
shopping centre.

Source: Jones Lang LaSalle, as of: Dec. 31, 2006

Foreign investors dominate real estate investments
Portfolio and single property transactions in retail property in Germany
Name

Number of prop. (location)

Seller

Buyer

Karstadt Portfolio

97

4,500

KarstadtQuelle AG

Whitehall (Goldmann Sachs)

Lidl Portfolio

250

Max Bahr DIY Portfolio

77

1,000
800

Lidl & Schwarz

Babcock and Brown

Max Bahr

Nomura International

Brune Portfolio

4

710

Brune

Merrill Lynch/ECE

Nova Eventis/Allee Center Leipzig

1 (Güntersdorf)

390

Deka Fonds

Prime Commercial Properties

Limbecker Platz*

1 (Essen)

300

KarstadtQuelle AG

DIFA, Karstadt Immobilien, ECE

Ernst-August-Galerie

1 (Hanover)

191

ECE

HGA Capital

Düsseldorf Arcaden

1 (Düsseldorf)

174

MFI

Ivanhoe Cambridge

Neumarkt Galerie

1 (Cologne)

158

various (incl. Bayerische LB)

Quinlan

* Project development

Price in millions of euros

Source: Jones Lang LaSalle, as of: Dec.15, 2006
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A look inside La Grande Arche: With its 100-metre-high sides, the Notre Dame Cathedral would
fit effortlessly inside this open square.

ABSCHNITT
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Paris Plus Grand
The French capital is planning to build 15 new skyscrapers in La Défense,

Photo: Gettyimages/Photographer's Choice/Fernand Ivaldi

completely transforming the city’s skyline
When asked what they remember most about François
Mitterrand, president of France from 1981 to 1995, some Parisians still reply: His buildings. Over the past two decades, Paris has
done more than any other European city to enhance itself with
outstanding examples of modern architecture. As well as being a
symbol of French national pride, the grand buildings shaping Paris
make it, for many, the capital of 21st-century Europe. And more
architectural superlatives are on their way.
Bernard Bled, head of the La Défense state development
agency Epad, has big plans for the district. In summer 2006, the
scheme for La Défense’s future development received political
approval, and before the year was out, an international competition for a skyscraper 300 metres tall (almost as high as the Eiffel Tower, which measures 324 metres, antenna included) was
decided. The Californian architecture firm Morphosis designed
Le Phare (The Lighthouse), which encompasses 130,000 square
metres of floor space and features several eco-friendly characteristics, including interior gardens and a wind farm on the roof.
The tower’s developer is Unibail, the market leader in property
investment in France. The new landmark looks set to overshadow La Grande Arche – that unique, squared arch of an office
building whose 100-metre-high sides could easily accommodate
Notre Dame Cathedral. And this is just the beginning.

Investors throng the Paris office market
Real estate investment in millions of euros

Total

8,184.7

10,618.5

19,550.6

Office

6,992.2

9,200.9

17,301.8

Retail

506.8

471.6

602.8

Storage halls

435.8

259.9

664.4

other

249.9

686.1

2002

2004

981.6
2006

Top returns for office property in %
Net

6.2 6.4

5.8 6.0

2002

2004

Gross

Source: Atisreal, as of: January 2007

4.3 4.5

2006

All in all, Epad plans to build 15 skyscrapers in a grand project that will completely transform the skyline of the largest
purpose-built business district in Europe. The decision to infuse
new life into La Défense has come at just the right time. With
an area of 160 hectares and a central axis 1.2 kilometres long,
the district is now 50 years old – and is showing signs of its age.
The façades dominated by stone slabs do not appear particularly inviting nowadays. And although 150,000 people work here
during the day, by 8 p.m., La Défense looks deserted.
La Défense is situated at the crossroads of the three
Parisian suburbs Puteaux, Courbevoie and Neuilly-sur-Seine. It
already contains 71 tower blocks with a total of some 3.5 million square metres of office space housing almost 3,000 businesses. There are also apartments for some 20,000 people, as
well as numerous hotels, restaurants and bars – and the Centre
of New Industries and Technologies (CNIT), which sparked the
revitalisation of La Défense back in 1958. The district is named
after the bronze statue commemorating the defense of Paris
in 1871. The statue is today situated on the platform between
the office blocks in the line of vision of both the Louvre and
the Arc de Triomphe.

URBAN RENEWAL PROJECTS
In order to meet the future demand for modern office space
in keeping with a slightly decreased vacancy rate of 5.6 percent,
plenty more surface area still needs to be built. The decade-old
La Défense 2015 regeneration programme requires coordinated
strategies, since of the additional 850,000 square metres of office
space planned, 350,000 square metres are to stem from refurbishments and new developments replacing demolished buildings. An
additional 100,000 square metres of housing is also planned to be
built. “La Défense is the shop window of France,” said Bled. “In
order to create a vibrant city here, we have to rebuild La Défense
on top of La Défense.” And there’s a lot at stake. Bled estimates
the total cost of the project will exceed 7 billion euros. Apart from
the 800 million euros earmarked for investment in Le Phare, 500
million euros is to be spent on another 300-metre-high skyscraper called Tour Generali.
The change of direction under Paris’ Socialist mayor, Bertrand
Delanoë, is also characterised by the objectives of the GPRU or
Great Urban Renewal Project. The GPRU, a structural improvement
scheme jointly funded by local, regional and national government,
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was launched in 2002 to improve environmental quality and to
make public spaces more inviting for pedestrians, for example by
including new promenades and footbridges across the River Seine.
In addition, a modern tram line is now taking shape along the city’s
outer ring road. The first section from Porte d’Ivry is 7.9 kilometres
long and was opened in late 2006. The tram construction will cost a
total of 214 million euros, including 44.4 million euros being spent
on urban development measures. Alongside the fully automatic
Paris Métro line 14, the tram also takes in the 13th arrondissement,
where the Left Bank has become established as a new, inner-city
office location amidst modern housing areas; the 6th University,
which occupies the old grain mills; and the Biopark, one of the main
projects of Paris’ business development. The impetus for the conversion of the old port facilities came from the François Mitterrand
National Library, one of the late president’s “Grands Projets.” Since the end of 2006, another major project nearby has been under
discussion: Moving the Supreme Court from the medieval-era Pa-

lais de Justice into a gigantic new building at the Austerlitz train
station. Should this plan materialise, it would precipitate the major restructuring of the entire inner-city office market, in which
the justice sector plays a significant role.

SIGNIFICANT URBAN AREA
Most of the office jobs in Paris are based along either side
of the Champs Elysées, in law firms and in the headquarters
of French corporations such as Danone, Vivendi and AXA. This
area is followed by the western edge of the city centre and the
financial district between the railway terminuses St Lazare and
Gare du Nord, and the major boulevard to the south. The importance of this urban area is underlined by the fact that, every day, half a million people pass through the Gare du Nord as
well as the square and streets in front of it, which have now
been revamped in a project spanning a number of years. Half

The office property market in Paris: Downtown versus La Défense
Development of office rents
in euros/m2/month

Existing

Paris CBD

45.4
34.4

New developments

58.0
40.2

50.3

50.1
37.5

35.7

Central Paris

44.6
22.1

30.7

27.4

27.3

36.7

42.1
29.3

La Défense

32.1 35.4

37.1

2000
Paris CBD1)

Central Paris2)

La Défense

43.3
30.9

2002

36.7

29.4

2004

38.0

2006

Source: Atisreal, as of: January 2007

Increasing take-up – decreasing vacancy

Area

Take-up
2006
in 1,000 m2

Change from
2005 in %

Available supply
December 2006
in 1,000 m2

Change from
2005 in %

Vacancy rate
December 2006
in %

December
2005 in %

Total space
January 2005
in millions of m2

Paris CBD

515

+ 30

435

– 25

4,7

5.2

6.546

Paris Innenstadt

520

+ 32

391

– 17

2,6

3.4

9.541

La Défense

280

+ 48

308

+ 12

5,8

7.4

3.050

1) Central Business District, 2) without CBD

Source: Immostad (Take-up), Atisreal – Etudes & Recherche France, as of: January 2007

Photos: Rainer Martini; EPAD (2)

Paris office market statistics 2006, change from 2005

the total office space in the city of Paris (16 million square metres) is accounted for by the central business district along with
the Left Bank and Bercy north of the Seine, where the Ministry
of Finance is situated. Then again, these areas only make up
about 17 percent of the 48.8 million square metres of office
space in the greater Paris area (source: CB Richard Ellis). Were
it not for La Défense and the western business districts along
the bend in the Seine along with the inner and outer suburbs,
Paris would be almost irrelevant for the international property
market. After all, only Bercy and the Left Bank have enough
room for new developments. The arrival of large tenants such
as Sanofi Aventis has reduced office vacancies here from 7 percent in 2005 to 5.8 percent. The average rate of vacancies in
Paris as a whole is even lower, at 5.1 percent. Nevertheless, office space is bound to remain in short supply in the long term
due to the high demand.

The namesake of La Défense is the bronze statue (above), that commemorates the defense of Paris in 1871.

H I G H TA K E - U P R AT E S
This is a trend that has been observed by property consultants like CB Richard Ellis and Jones Lang LaSalle for the entire Paris region. “One of the reasons for 2006 being a record
year is that many end-users accelerated their restructuring decis-ions and moved into new, more efficient premises,” said
Aurélie Lemoine, an analyst at CB Richard Ellis (CBRE). The takeup of space rose to 2.5 million square metres, eclipsing 2005 by
49 percent. According to CBRE, the investment volume in France
as a whole climbed by as much as 125 percent to 20 billion euros,
including 17 billion euros in the Paris region alone. The biggest
players were French investors, who last year were responsible for
51 percent of purchases and 46 percent of sales. German market participants accounted for just 5 percent of purchases and
18 percent of sales. The biggest group of investors was openended property funds, striking while the iron was hot. The only
fly in the ointment was the declining investment returns in the
face of rising construction costs and growing demand. “In the
western business districts, the so-called Golden Triangle, returns
have levelled off at about 4.5 to 4.75 percent,” said Jones Lang
LaSalle analyst Ciryl Robert. “Nevertheless, the trend towards
higher investment will continue because Paris is perceived to
be a safe, liquid market.” Wolfgang Kubatzki from consultants
Feri Research is even more optimistic: “The high interest among
investors in 2006 caused average rent returns to drop to 5.5
percent,” he said. “The annual returns over the next two years
will be around 7 to 8 percent. With Paris being a global centre
of business and finance, it’s one of the forerunners of European
development alongside London, Dublin and Madrid.”
This positive development is also apparent to Bernard Bled,
head of Epad. He recently stated in an interview that offloading the additional office space resulting from the construction
of the new towers and the extensive refurbishment of existing
buildings would be no problem whatsoever, declaring: “I could
sell 700,000 square metres right now.”
Gudrun Escher and Nikolaus von Raggamby

Computer projections, centre and below: Views of the future
Le Phare (Lighthouse) in the Paris district of La Défense. The
Californian architectural firm Morphosis designed the 300 metrehigh skyscraper.

Photo: Dpa/Report/Balkis Press
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Above the clouds: View of the Emirates Towers in Dubai. This small Emirate of only 4,114 square kilometres may be home to just 1.57
million people, but the city has the world's fastest growing skyline.

High-Rises
Towering buildings have changed the image of big cities and given less well-known
places a new identity. The worldwide skyscraper boom continues unabated

On August 31, 2003, Asia recorded a significant success. It was on this day that the news services of various Asian states
reported, not without a touch of pride, that they now played the
leading role worldwide in high-rise construction. The US, the birthplace of the skyscraper, had to content itself with second place. In
January of this year, the Emporis Standards Committee, which has a
database registering all buildings worldwide over 35 metres in height,
counted 36,467 completed high-rises in Asia, and 26,446 in the US.
And when it comes to record heights, the US similarly had to take a
back seat. New York’s Empire State Building may have borne the title
of “tallest building in the world” for 40 years, but now, only four of
the 20 tallest skyscrapers worldwide stand on American soil. All of
the others have been built in Asia over the past 10 years. A further
statistic makes clear the Asians’ ambitious pursuit – in New York,
the western centre for skyscrapers, there are currently 140 buildings
higher than 150 metres. But in Hong Kong alone, where high-rises
have only been built since the end of the 1950s, there are already
40 such gigantic structures.

“ T R E N D TOWA R D S U R BA N I S AT I O N ”
“For several years now there has been a strong trend towards
urbanisation, which in turn has resulted in a short supply of living
space,” said Lee Polisano, president of one of the world’s leading
architectural firms, Kohn Pederson Fox. “This has lead to the development of densely populated global megacities, which can
even outflank their native countries in terms of their economic
significance.” According to current predictions, in as little as 10
to 15 years the majority of the world’s population – 65 percent –
will live in metropolises such as Hong Kong, New York, Shanghai,
Tokyo, Sydney or London. “By the year 2020, there will be 100,000
new workplaces in our financial district,” said Peter Wynne Rees,
London’s top-ranking city planner and proponent of high-rise
construction. “As land resources are exceptionally scarce in the
city centre, buildings must inevitably grow taller. Similar tendencies are shown in the other metropolises worldwide. In order to
remain internationally competitive we must try, with the help of
attractive architecture, to bind the young ‘high potentials’ of the
economy to us.” According to Günter Hertel from the Institute of
Architectural Psychology in Hanover, working in dizzying heights
holds a certain attraction for many people. The birds-eye view of
the city, along with the infusion of daylight in the rooms creates
a positive, stimulating working atmosphere.

The Düsseldorf-based architect Christoph Ingenhoven, one of
the few Germans whose skyscrapers are in worldwide demand
is convinced of the concept’s attributes. “It is inevitable that we
will be using this type of building in the future,” he said. Ingenhoven cites the increasing scarcity of resources, the dramatic densification of cities, the population explosion in Asian countries
and the dependency of communications-intensive workplaces on
large city infrastructure as reasons for this. The speed at which new
buildings in Asia and the Middle East have been erected over the
past five years has quickly gathered pace. In 1999, impoverished
Malaysia announced that it had a broken a world record with the
452-metre high Petronas Twin Towers in Kuala Lumpur, only to
relinquish this title five years later: At 509 metres, the Taiwanese
Taipei Financial Centre (Taipei 101) clearly surpassed the Malaysian towers. Taiwan’s achievement is, however, also destined to
be short-lived. By the end of next year, the title of “world’s tallest
building” is due to be passed to the Burj Dubai, a giant skyscraper
being built under the aegis of the architectural firm of Skidmore,
Owings and Merrill in Dubai, home to the world’s fastest growing
skyline. A curious detail: In order to remain the proud record holders for as long as possible, the exact final height of the building
is being kept secret from the competition.

S O P H I S T I C AT E D S E C U R I T Y C O N C E P T S
In all this high-rise euphoria, it almost seems as if the terrorist attack on New York’s World Trade Centre on September 11,
2001 never happened. The period of insecurity that followed
the attack has been overcome with the aid of sophisticated and
reputedly terror-safe new technologies in high-rise construction and refined security concepts, says the British architectural
theorist Martin Pawley. The expert points out how skyscrapers
are being turned into high-security shelters: Gypsum walls now
frequently replace brick and concrete to allow for flexibility and
permeability in the event of an explosion. In the façade, integrated air pockets are designed to protect the building’s core from
shockwaves. In addition to the primary floors there are so-called secondary floors, which would serve as a “crumple zone” in
the event of a tower’s collapse, because they would reduce the
force of a possible collision.
Along with improved security standards, it is the new quality
of the architecture which has granted skyscrapers a renaissance
in Europe’s age-old cities. The role a single skyscraper can play in
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the development of an entire city was demonstrated two years
ago by the completion of Santiago Calatrava’s “Turning Torso”
in the Swedish city of Malmö. Being just a “mere” 190 metres
tall, it is the highest building in the country. But it’s not just the
size which is impressive, rather the building’s exceptional architecture, based on a sculpture. Nine five-storey cubes twist around
a central axis, with the uppermost cube twisted 90 degrees with
respect to the ground floor. The worldwide media interest in this
tourist attraction has helped Malmö reach new levels of popularity, and has also generated a wave of innovative architecture
in the area around the tower.
In London, similarly to Paris and Vienna, developers have been
inspired by the worldwide boom and the new opportunities afforded by high-rise construction. In the British capital, 15 skyscrapers in the financial district are pushing skywards while in Paris, the district of La Défense is eagerly growing to new heights.
A high-rise of superlatives called Le Phare (lighthouse) is planned
to reach 300 metres – almost as high as the Eiffel Tower, which
measures 324 metres, including the tip of its antenna. La Defénse,
known for its extraordinary Grand Arche, currently offers around
3 million square metres of office space, distributed throughout 71
high-rises. Even that grand dame of European cities, Vienna, is
seeing the evolution of a second city centre with tall buildings on
the left bank of the Donau with the Donau City Complex. Eight

high-rises have already been completed. A current project at present is DC Towers, planned by French architect Dominique Perrault.
The larger of the two towers will, as of 2010, be Vienna’s tallest
building at 220 metres and will overshadow the Millennium Tower in the 20th Viennese district of Brigittenau by 18 metres. The
smaller DC Tower is to stretch 160 metres high.
In Germany, high-rise buildings have been the subject of a very
emotional debate. In Munich, under the initiative of the previous
mayor, Georg Kronawitter, citizens decided that buildings may not
be taller than 100 metres and that the city centre must remain free
of skyscrapers. In Cologne, UNESCO, with the help of committed
citizens, successfully blocked the planned construction of a skyscraper which would have obscured the view of the city’s cathedral. And
the city of Passau had to wave goodbye to plans for a high-rise as
a result of residents’ protests.
Hamburg however, appears to be reconsidering its past ban
on high-rise construction. The senior building director of the new
city district called the Hafencity (harbour city), Jörn Walter, recently initiated a workshop about the development of skyscrapers in the so-called Chicago Square. In the conservative Hanseatic
town, which traditionally measures everything in relation to its five
church spires and the spire of city hall, this was almost sacrilegious.
“There are clearly ever more companies who would like to be situated in skyscrapers,” said Walter. After the debates in the 60s and

Ranking of the tallest skyscrapers already built (left) and in planning (right)
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70s, it was for a long time simply socially inopportune to suggest
erecting this controversial style of building in Hamburg. Volker
Roscher, president of Hamburg’s employer association, BDA, once
said of himself: “As a citizen of Hamburg, I have never really liked
skyscrapers.” But even he can now accept this type of building,
assuming that certain conditions are met. “We need strict rules as
to when and where high-rises can be built,” Roscher said.
In contrast, these inhibitions appear to be absent among Moscow’s
city planners. The renowned Hamburg architect Peter Schweger
and his colleague Sergei Tchoban are building the Federation Tower
there, which at 340 metres will be Europe’s tallest building. In doing so, Moscow’s skyline will be forever changed, believes Schweger. Despite this, he does not anticipate this development coming to
Germany. “The centres of the long-standing and older cities in this
country will remain furthermore skyscraper-free,” he said.
Whether the vertical building is, in fact, the model for the
future is doubtful, according to the enfants terribles of the

leading international architects – Rem Kohlhaas and Zaha Hadid.
“It is a myth that the skyscraper is the only type of building that
generates urban density,” said Kohlhaas. The Pritzker Prize-winner Hadid recently said that she regards traditional high-rises as
an obsolete concept.
Her concept for a huge, self-engulfing “Groundscraper” will
be built in Dubai. Kohlhaas’ high-rise of the future, the CCTV
building in Beijing, will be completed in 2008. It consists of two
L-shaped, slightly angular towers, connected by bars in the uppermost and lowest floors. The Dutch architect believes that the
combination of horizontal and vertical levels will help improve the communication of the people within the towers. International architecture critics are already convinced that the
futuristic project will once again set a new benchmark in highrise construction. But at a mere 234 metres, it will certainly not
break any records for height.
Britta Nagel is a freelance journalist in Hamburg.
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Property Carousel
The real estate industry has entered the era of globalisation. Property has become
an asset that is traded around the globe. Foreign investors are today
buying German property, just as local institutional investors have long

Photo: Buchcover.com/Frederike Wetzels

been active on all the important international markets

It all used to be so easy: Whether insurers, funds
operators or private investors, real estate investors would acquire an office building or shopping centre, a hotel or residential building and hold on to it for many years. Regular rental proceeds brought profits, and if good care was taken, the
value of the building would increase over time. Financing
was arranged accordingly: The bank would grant a long-term
mortgage, the conditions of which would be adjusted according to the purchaser’s solvency and the value of the object
being purchased.
Now though, things are different. Instead of “buy and
hold,” “buy and sell” is the motto for today’s professional real
estate investors. The best proof of this is Union Investment Real
Estate’s current study of institutional investor behaviour, “Real
Estate Investment in Europe in 2006.” When asked what the
chief criterion was when deciding to invest, the overwhelming
majority (77 percent) said it was the resale potential of the property. Even when buying a building, the professionals are already thinking about how to sell it – the “exit” as it is known
in professional parlance.
There’s no doubt that real estate has become an asset, one
that has long since been traded around the world. Foreign

investors are today buying flats, office-space and shopping
centres in Germany, just as local institutional investors have
long been active on all the important international markets.
The property investors’ world has grown considerably in size;
the real estate industry has entered the era of globalisation.
Whereas international investors might have turned up their
noses at real estate in the past, it now plays an ever bigger role
on the capital markets. Although currently only around 11 percent (about $1 billion) of commercial real estate is being traded
by joint-stock companies on the capital markets, Epra (the European Public Real Estate Association) is counting on a yearly
increase in worldwide market capitalisation of approximately
10 percent thanks to strong demand.
Annual investment volumes are increasing inexorably, with
2006 coming to a close as a record year. According to analysts from
the international real estate consultancy Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL),
approximately 600 billion dollars were invested in commercial real
estate worldwide. If one were to add investments in residential
real estate, then the sum would be around 800 billion dollars –
more than double the amount registered in 2003. Investment
capital of around 200 billion euros flowed into Europe last year
– 30 percent more than in 2005. Germany proved to be of

International real estate investment markets are
moving faster and faster: Never before was more
invested globally in real estate than in the past year –
worldwide approximately more than 455 billion euros.

Growing investment in real estate

Globalised investment markets

Global direct investment in real estate* in billions of US dollars,
share of target region in %

According to Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL), the total global investment volu-
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vious year. Investment capital of around 200 billion euros flowed into
Europe last year. The dominant source of capital according to JLL is now
global funds that pool investors' money in various regions. These are
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2003

me in commercial real estate in 2006 is likely to be approximately 600
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2004
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the experts: Intra- and inter-regional investments achieved record

15 %
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globalisation of the property markets will continue to gather pace, say

2006

levels in 2006 and are likely to remain at a similar level this year.

Source: JLL, as of: October 2006

special interest to international investors, with some 50 billion
euros being invested in the country, more than double the
amount from the previous year. “The commercial real estate market continues to develop into a global investment category,” Tony
Horrell, head of the JLL-International Capital Group, explained.
And according to Martin Drummer, the head of CB Richard Ellis
(CBRE) in Germany, “the real estate economy is now part of the
international finance industry.”

RECORD FOR COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
“The fusion of capital and real estate markets is manifested
particularly in the changing ownership structure on the German
commercial real estate market,” said Oliver Puhl, head of real
estate investment banking for German-speaking countries at
Morgan Stanley. Investors may have invested around 50 billion
euros directly in commercial real estate in the record-breaking
year 2006. However, at the same time, the capital increases
of existing or newly-floated real estate joint-stock companies
with a focus on Germany still came to 4.2 billion euros. A year
earlier, that sum was just 1 billion euros. “This shows that
while we are just starting to organise ownership structure on
the German commercial real estate market in a new way.,
developments are proceeding full-steam ahead and appear to
be irreversible,” said Puhl. “REITs are playing an important role
in this by acting as a catalyst.” This development has many
advantages for investors. “The choice of different business

models and strategies in competing real estate companies is
growing and that’s good for the market,” Puhl said.
The financial markets are chiefly driven by enormous investment pressure and are shored up mainly by American, Canadian or Australian pension funds, as well as global investment and insurance funds. It is their duty to invest money from
their investors – mainly hundreds of thousands of small savers
– as efficiently, profitably and, above all, securely as possible.
Managers are therefore interested in diversification, as the
wider the risk is spread, the better. In addition to stock-market
classics like shares and bonds, real estate has always been part
of the professional investor’s portfolio.
But at a time when professional finance managers are
investing – at their customers’ behest – ever greater sums more
quickly as well as globally, traditional direct investment in real
estate hardly gets a look in. Even larger institutional investors
such as insurance firms and pension funds are hardly in a position to establish and manage their own real estate portfolio
in such a way that will satisfy the current demands for a reasonable distribution of risk. “This is why there’s currently an
overhaul in attitudes,” said Christian Ulbrich, the head of JLL
in Germany.
The trend today, according to managers, is moving definitively towards indirect real estate investment. The advantages
of this system are clear: Holdings in a real estate fund and
shares in a real estate firm listed on the stock-exchange – be it
an American-style, tax-deductible Real Estate Investment Trust
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Global capital flow of real estate transactions by international investors
1st half of 2006 in billions of US dollars
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(REITs) or a German real estate joint-stock company – as well
as real-estate-collateralised credit portfolios can be acquired
just as quickly as they can be resold. Or, in industry jargon,
they are far more fungible than the bricks and mortar giving
you your return. And that’s exactly what the financial strategists are aiming for: An easily tradable product that combines
the advantages of real estate – regular, secure rental proceeds
– with the benefits of financial investments – their short-term
availability.
As sought-after as indirect real estate investments are,
supply is not even close to satisfying demand. No investor can
(yet) do without direct business in real estate. In particular,
Anglo-Saxon and American opportunity funds have shown
how invested equity capital can earn double-digit interest if
a real estate credit is skilfully devised. Financial strategists all
over the world use the difference between credit interest and
real estate returns; the more the rental proceeds exceed the
cost of the loan, the better interest the invested equity capital will earn.
This works best, for obvious reasons, in countries such as
Germany, where credit interest has traditionally been low. This
also explains the extremely keen interest from international
investors in German residential and commercial objects despite
the weak property markets. The more favourable the interest
rates are, the less equity is required by professional investors
to make their acquisitions, and the greater the leverage effect
from the difference between borrowing costs and rental pro-
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ceeds will be. This is why investors are frequently willing to pay
10 percent of the purchase price out of their own pocket. An
integral part of this model is to get the invested equity back
as quickly as possible, or at least within a defined timeframe.
For this reason, these investors are, as a rule, not interested in
long-term loans such as traditional mortgages secured against
the real estate itself.

NEW FINANCING MODELS
The large German real estate financiers have long since
adapted themselves to this situation and have accordingly
developed new financing models. Today, they offer what is
known as non-recourse financing – in other words, financing which is not secured against the actual real estate asset.
However at the same time, they forgo any credit risks by
placing these on the capital markets. A real estate credit is
securitised and this is then placed with many different
investors. In this way, the risks and opportunities that go with
the real estate financing are borne by many parties. Another
aspect adding to the attractiveness of this model is that out
of an original, direct real estate investment, a product capable of holding its own on the financial markets has emerged –
a product which is both easily comprehensible to real estate
investment professionals all over the world, and one which has
a clear opportunity/risk-profile.
Anne Wiktorin is a freelance writer based in Cologne.
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Adding Value
Properties frequently possess considerable potential for added value – potential
that can be realised with the help of a skilled refurbishment. Higher rents and
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value increases are among the rewards of successful asset management

Refurbishment may still be in full swing at Hamburg’s
Alstertor office block but demand is already high. “People like
the revamp plans,” said Frank Billand, Union Investment Real
Estate AG’s board member in charge of project management.
“We’re already letting office space that isn’t even ready yet.”
The reason for the refurbishment was a number of design flaws
in the listed building. The previous owner had tried to maximise
the building’s efficiency by creating as much usable floor space
as possible. “But that wasn’t good for the building, which lost
much of its character,” said Billand. As a result, Union Investment is now reducing the amount of floor space inside the Alstertor and restoring its original charm. “Any loss of efficiency
is more than made up for by the rise in quality,” Billand said.
The results are attracting not only potential tenants but also
groups of investors.
A “refurbishment’”refers to the extensive renovation work
designed to make properties more attractive and hence more
marketable. Experts say that in recent years, the number of revitalisation and refurbishment projects has risen considerably. This
interest in improving building stock is a response to the difficult
market situation. According to Jones Lang LaSalle, the average
level of vacant office space in Germany is still high at 10.9 percent. Nowhere is the situation more dramatic than in Frankfurt,
where the vacancy rate among offices is 17 percent. The total
volume of difficult-to-let office space – premises which have
clearly been neglected and which have poor-quality fixtures and
fittings and an inconvenient layout that’s difficult to subdivide
– is constantly on the increase. As a result, the losses suffered by
property owners in Germany in terms of lost rent are estimated
to total about 890 million euros every year.
These days, prospective tenants are mainly looking for stateof-the-art electrical and mechanical services combined with flexible layouts and unit spacing. Landlords wanting to keep their
property competitive have no choice but to modernise or revitalise. Although this isn’t really anything new in the lifetime of
buildings, additional pressure may be exerted by the economic

situation. “Refurbishment is a trend forced by the market,” said
Dirk Wichner, head of property management at JLL.
Billand agrees. “Tenants vote with their feet,” he said. “Refurbishment can’t simply be sidestepped.” At present it’s a tenants’
market with modern office space in prime locations available relatively cheaply. As a result, many tenants are swapping their older office premises which were pricey when they moved in a few
years ago, for more modern ones. “Users’ demands have changed
a lot in response to technological progress,” said Robert Menke,
partner in Office Agency at consultants Cushman & Wakefield. But
technology also has another side-effect: These days, staff need less
and less space. “Smaller offices are therefore in demand,” Menke
said. Consequently, many more businesses are now able to afford
modern offices in good locations.
There’s also another, very different reason for the growth of
property refurbishment: The small number of new developments
up for sale. At the same time, foreign investors are also entering
the German property market, placing increased strain on supply.

E VA L U AT I N G P R O F I TA B I L I T Y
Opting for a refurbishment is always preceded by a feasibility
study. Consider for example the Unilever tower in Hamburg, which
since 1989 has been part of Union Investment Real Estate AG’s
DIFA Fund No. 1 portfolio. Erected between 1961 and 1963, the
sole tenant of this 22-storey building has always been Unilever,
the owner of many of the world’s consumer product brands. One
of the most attractive and architecturally interesting buildings in
Hamburg, it’s no wonder that the Unilever tower is a listed building. However, in early 2009, Unilever is due to move into a new
office block in Hamburg’s new harbour city development.
As soon as Unilever has vacated the building, Union Investment plans to start refurbishment work and turn it into a showpiece by virtue not only of its unique architecture, central location
and unique view of Hamburg, but also the sheer quality of the
premises. Currently still geared to the needs of its long-standing
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Computer projection of the new Unilever building in
Hamburg: At the start of 2009, the consumer goods
giant Unilever will move out. Shortly thereafter, Union
Investment will begin work on the renovation.
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tenant, refurbishment will create a multi-tenant property let to
businesses large and small. “Theoretically, each floor will be able to
accommodate three tenants with up to 400 square metres (4,300
square feet) of space each,” said Olaf Staiger, Union Investment
Real Estate’s expert in charge of the project.
The challenge facing the planners is huge. As if the problems
of obsolete mechanical services, narrow cable ducts and other relics from the past weren’t enough, Union Investment also has to
deal with the restrictions imposed by the local heritage department, which include adapting the building to the stringent energysaving regulations in force. Plans include a dual façade, the exterior of which has to match the current shape of the listed building,
while the interior façade will meet the structural requirements.
But the owners are happy to comply with the rules and regulations as they recognise the rewards that can be reaped. “The
building is a landmark that will be greatly improved by refurbishment and will continue to generate healthy returns for DIFA’s Fund
No. 1,” Billand said.

REFURBISHMENT'S MANY BENEFITS
Union Investment stands to further benefit from preserving the building, as those who opt to tear down and build
anew normally have to make do with fewer storeys, increase
the space between neighbouring buildings, and provide more
parking spaces in order to meet modern planning permission
requirements. “The original planning permission was issued at
a time when the stipulations regarding adjacent sites were rather lax,” said Billand. “This is something we can turn to our advantage.” In his view, the tower ought to be “returned” to the
public. Wide steps leading up to the building will attract passersby while the foyer will house a coffee shop with outdoor seating,
enabling visitors to admire the building famed for its architecture from the inside as well. Additionally, rebranding the tower
to show off its advantages will enable it to be repositioned on
the Hamburg property market.

S PA C E & I N V E S T M E N T
Union Investment Real Estate also opted to refurbish its Le
Vinci office block in Paris. Just as with the Unilever tower, the interior at Le Vinci had been geared to the requirements of its sole
tenant. The idea was to refurbish the building so that it could
be let to several smaller tenants. To this end, the historical façade was preserved while behind it a completely new building was
put up comprising four technically independent sections of eight
storeys each. Renamed Centre d’Affaires Paris-Victoire, the project was completed by mid-2006, and there’s no shortage of demand from tenants.

R E N OVAT I O N V E R S U S D E M O L I T I O N
The benefits of preserving an existing property often outweigh
demolition and rebuilding. This was precisely why Bavarian real estate group BIG decided to refurbish the administrative building of
the Fraunhofer Society in the Munich borough of Neuhausen. “A
new building would have meant losing a storey and hence valuable
square metres,” said Karl-Josef Stindt, CEO of BIG. Consequently,
23 million euros were spent on elabor-ately refurbishing the office
block, which re-entered the market in early 2006 under its new name
of L’Unico. Eighty percent of the building has so far been let.
It was for the same reason that listed company IVG Immobilien AG decided not to tear down the Brussels office tower,

New use: The L’Unico building (left) in Munich – formerly the administrative headquarters of the Fraunhofer Society.
Award-winning renovation: The Madou Plaza (right) in Brussels received the Mipim Award in 2006 for the best refurbishment.

Examples of Union Investment's asset development: In planning – the Bishopsgate Tower im London's financial district (left).
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Successful refurbishment: The Centre d’Affaires Paris Victoire office building (right) was completed in mid-2006.

Tour Madou. Comprised of 32 floors, the city’s tallest office
block enjoys an ideal location between the city centre and the
EU district. By the time IVG had purchased Tour Madou in 1998,
it had become somewhat run down. But since planning permission is nowadays hardly ever granted for new tower blocks in
Brussels, IVG decided that refurbishing the 40-year-old building
was a far better option than demolition. “At IVG, we always
explore whether and how a property’s value can be increased,”
explained Bernd Kottmann, IVG’s financial director. The decision clearly paid off. Tour Madou became Madou Plaza, which
last year won the Mipim Award for the best refurbishment, and
was subsequently sold to the EU.
The prospect of an increase in value also prompted Union Investment Real Estate to apply for permission to build a
new high-rise development on three sites owned by DIFA Fund
No. 1 in the heart of the City of London. Scheduled to be completed by 2010 with a height of 288 metres (944 feet) and
60 storeys, Bishopsgate Tower is set to be the new centre of
London’s financial district. “We examined the existing buildings
and found that they would no longer be able to meet the medium- to long-term needs of the City of London,” said Billand.
Bishopsgate Tower will more than quadruple the land’s usable
floor space from 20,000 square metres (215,000 square feet)
to over 90,000 square metres (nearly 1 million square feet) – an
increase that will be reflected in the value. The green light has
already been given by the Corporation of London and Union
Investment is currently in talks with international groups of investors in order to pull off this spectacular project. Preparatory
demolition work has already begun.
The decision to refurbish isn’t always as clear-cut as it might
seem. In 1996 for example, IVG was faced with the dilemma
of what to do with an old sewing machine factory in the Ostbahnhof district of Munich. By this time, 50,000 square metres
(540,000 square feet) out of a total 120,000 square metres (ne-

arly 1.3 million square feet) was vacant. Using it for manufacturing operations was out of the question given the far lower
rents in neighbouring areas. On the other hand, converting it
into office space also seemed risky in view of the generally low
rents in Munich. But this was in fact what IVG decided to do.
In the end, the unusual ceiling height of 22 metres which initially had ruled out office use actually proved to be a key advantage. Fashionable loft offices were created in the factory,
which was marketed as a new media centre – and the vacancy rate is now down to a mere 2 percent. “Well refurbished
historical buildings are more popular among certain groups of
tenants than new developments,” observed IVG’s financial director, Bernd Kottmann.

INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS
BIG had a similarly tough decision on its hands when working
out how to proceed with the former headquarters of household
appliance manufacturer Bosch-Siemens in Munich. Located in the
residential district of Haidhausen, the obvious option appeared to
be to turn the offices into housing. “But conversion was categorically precluded by the costs involved,” said BIG’s CEO, Karl-Josef
Stindt. Conversion would have reduced the space that could be let
by 13 percent. Instead, the entire site was refurbished to create improved office space. And the scheme was a success: Just six months
after completion, almost the entire building had been let.
The rule is that there are no general rules when it comes to
refurbishment. An individual solution needs to be found for each
property. It’s not just the condition of the building that counts;
a feasibility study needs to be carried out taking into account
the surrounding location and future use. But one thing is certain: Refurbishment clearly boosts letting prospects on a hotly
contested market.
Johanna Lutteroth is a freelance writer based in Hamburg.
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Institutional investors
aim to up property quota
N More than three quarters (77 percent) of German institutional investors would like to increase
the real estate share of their total assets in the
coming years. Only 18 percent plan to reduce
that share, while 5 percent plan to maintain their
share as it is. These are some of the current results
of a survey carried out by Feri Rating & Research
among 143 institutional investors. Insurance
firms, banks, pension organisations, industrial
firms and their associates, churches and foundaEntrance hall and exterior view of the
Class-A "Birmann 24" building in Santiago.

tions were among those surveyed. The investors
cited their motives for increasing their real estate
assets chiefly as “greater variety in their overall

Union Investment enters Chilean real estate market

investment,” “reliability of profit” and the “pos-

N Union Investment Real Estate AG continues to expand its status as an internationally active

itive medium-term performance estimates.” In-

real estate investment manager using open real estate funds. In addition to its latest acquisi-

vestors also currently see real estate returns as

tions in Mexico, Singapore and Seoul, Union Investment has now become the first German

favourable when compared to returns on bond

capital investment company to enter Chilean market, securing the Grade-A “Birmann 24“ buil-

investments. Direct investment in institutional in-

ding in Santiago for DIFA-Global. The total investment for approximately 24,000 square metres

vestors’ real estate portfolios are still the domi-

of fully-let office space comes to about 48 million euros. Along with Las Condes, the location

nant force. Direct investments account for 67 per-

is the largest office space and the most sought after amongst foreign businesses in the centre

cent of the total. The second largest share is held

of Chile’s capital city. The 16-storey office block, completed in 1999, is fully let to reputable cli-

by real estate special funds with 19.4 percent of

ents such as Microsoft, JP Morgan, UBS, Merrill Lynch, Hewlett Packard and Linux. The Chilean

the total. This share ought to increase to 23.3 per-

real estate market is comparable to Luxembourg's in size with around 2.2 million square metres

cent by the end of 2009.

of office space. “The real estate investment conditions in Chile suit our DIFA-Global investment

According to estimates by professional Ger-

strategy,” said board member Reinhard Kutscher. “Chile’s financial and legal systems meet

man investors, the German commercial real es-

European standards; economic trends are positive and the political environment is stable.”

tate market will rank as an underperformer by
international standards in the years ahead. At
a mere 4.8 percent per year, the average antici-
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Huge rent rises seen in top economic centres

pated performance until late 2009 is lower than

Top office rents have increased

N According to research by real estate services compa-

comparable real estate markets. In contrast,

in euros/m2/month, change from 2005 in %

ny CB Richard Ellis, top-end rents in the 10 most impor-

figures for Eastern Europe (6.6 percent) and East

London

129.8

+21.9 %

tant economic centres have risen sharply. In four cases,

Asia (7 percent) will show the highest returns in

Tokyo

108.3

+24.3 %

the rise was more than 20 percent. Increased demand

the coming years.

Hong Kong

51.6

+30.0 %

for space was instrumental in this increase. At the same

Madrid

34.0

+24.8 %

time, vacancies in the metropolises studied decreased

Source: CBRE, as of: January 2007

in number, and are now in the single digits, with the ex-

ception of Tokyo. The highest price increases in Europe were observed in London and Madrid, with

High expectations from the Far East
Expected returns for commercial property according
to investment region in % p.a.
Asia Pacific

7.0

Eastern Europe

6.6

increases. In London, rents climbed 22 percent over the given period. In the city’s West End – the

Scandinavia

5.3

most expensive location for office space in the world – rents went up by about 23 euros to rough-

Great Britain

5.2

ly 130 euros per square metre per month. The vacancy rate in London was at 4.3 percent by the

France

5.1

end of the year, while Madrid posted 7.8 percent. Rents in Paris increased by more than 9 percent,

Germany

4.8

while vacancies were down to 5.2 percent by the end of the year.

Source: Feri study Real Estate 2006

top rents in the Spanish capital soaring by 25 percent in 2006. Only Hong Kong saw greater rent

